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OPINION AND ORDER

The claimant appeals from a decision of the

Administrative Law Judge filed November 5, 2004.

The Administrative Law Judge entered the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission has jurisdiction of the
parties and subject matter of this
claim.
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2. Pursuant to the stipulations of the
parties and the record, the employment
relationship existed at all pertinent
times; the claimant sustained a
compensable injury December 6, 2000; his
average weekly wage was $535.55; his
injury required surgery, after which he
reached the end of his healing period
August 6, 2001; his injury resulted in
permanent anatomical impairment of 10%
to the body as a whole; and a suitable
employment is not available for the
claimant with this employer.

3. The preponderance of the evidence
fails to show that the requested
vocational rehabilitation program is
reasonable in relation to the disability
sustained by the claimant, within the
meaning of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-
505(b)(1).

We have carefully conducted a de novo review of

the entire record herein and it is our opinion that the

Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by a

preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly applies

the law, and should be affirmed. Specifically, we find from

a preponderance of the evidence that the findings of fact

made by the Administrative Law Judge are correct and they

are, therefore, adopted by the Full Commission.
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Thus, we affirm and adopt the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge, including all findings and

conclusions therein, as the decision of the Full Commission

on appeal.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

___________________________________
OLAN W. REEVES, Chairman

___________________________________
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Turner dissents.

 DISSENTING OPINION

The Majority is affirming and adopting an

Administrative Law Judge’s denial of the claimant’s

requested vocational rehabilitation plan. For the reasons

set out below, I respectfully dissent.

The claimant suffered an admittedly compensable

injury on December 6, 2000. The only dispute presently in

issue is the claimant’s request for vocational
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rehabilitation. In an Opinion dated November 5, 2004, an

Administrative Law Judge found that the claimant did not

meet his burden of establishing the reasonableness of his

vocational program. I strongly disagree with the Majority’s

decision to adopt those findings and reject the claimant’s

request for vocational retraining. 

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-101 specifically lists

returning an injured worker to the work force as one of the

primary purposes of the Workers’ Compensation Act. In my

opinion, the claimant, who suffered injuries which prevent

him from continuing his career as a fireman, has taken

reasonable steps to retrain himself so that he can re-enter

the work force in a productive and rewarding manner. It

should also be noted that the claimant has taken these steps

with little, if any, assistance from the respondent. I find

that the nursing program the claimant has entered into is

reasonable and, for the reasons set out below, the

respondent should be ordered to fund this program.
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The Workers’ Compensation Act provides for

vocational rehabilitation in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-505 (b)

(1). That provision provides as follows:

In addition to benefits
otherwise provided for by this
chapter, an employee who is
entitled to receive
compensation benefits for
permanent disability and who
has not been offered an
opportunity to return to work
or re-employment assistance
shall be paid reasonable
expenses of travel and
maintenance and other
necessary costs of a program
of vocational rehabilitation
if the commission finds that
the program is reasonable in
relation to the disability
sustained by the employee.

The first part of the claimant’s burden of proof

is that his injury resulted in some degree of permanent

impairment. Since the parties stipulated that the claimant

suffered an anatomical impairment of 10% to a body as a

whole as a result of his compensable injury, this

requirement has been satisfied.
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The next requirement is that the claimant must not

have returned to work or have been offered re-employment

assistance. In the present case, there is no dispute that

the claimant’s employer has not offered him the opportunity

to return to work. The respondent appears to be arguing that

they did offer job placement assistance. However, I find

that this argument is not supported by the record. 

The supposed job placement assistance began with a

vocational evaluation by Ms. Heather Naylor, a vocational

consultant retained by the respondent. Ms. Naylor met with

the claimant on August 18, 2003 and prepared an extensive

report outlining his vocational status. In that report,

dated August 19, 2003, Ms. Naylor noted, among other things,

that while the claimant still had the residual capacity to

return to work, the claimant’s vocational rehabilitation

plan of enrolling in the Nursing program at ULAR was

appropriate and would provide him ample career

opportunities. She also stated that the claimant appeared to

be highly motivated to achieve his career goal. 
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While this report, a copy of which was provided to

the claimant and his attorney, did outline some other career

areas in which the claimant might be able to provide

employment, no attempt was made by Ms. Naylor to recommend

any specific jobs for him or to assist him in any other

career endeavors. Ms. Naylor concluded the report by stating

that, “If requested, that I be available to assist Mr. Pace

with return to appropriate employment.” Ms. Naylor, who

testified at the hearing in this matter, stated in her

testimony that she took no further action at this time,

since it appeared that the claimant was enrolled in his own

plan of vocational rehabilitation and there was no point in

her taking any further action. 

The respondent contacted her again in December

2003, and asked her to perform some additional research

regarding the claimant’s vocational possibilities. In a

report dated December 17, 2003, a copy of which was not

provided to the claimant or his attorney, Ms. Naylor listed

a number of types of employment which the claimant

potentially could perform. In a follow-up report dated
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January 23, 2004, a copy of which was, once again, not

provided to the claimant or his attorney, Ms. Naylor

outlined a number of specific jobs in the central Arkansas

area for which she believed the claimant might have the

residual ability to perform. Some of those were at his pre-

injury income, but others were substantially less. Also,

some of the jobs, such as those involving route sales or

construction, were ones where the claimant had little or no

practical experience. 

The claimant’s employment with the respondent

employer had ended in April 2002. Ms. Naylor did not become

involved in assessing the claimant’s vocational capacity

until August 2003, almost one and a half years later. Her

final report outlining available jobs was not completed

until January 2004. There is no record as to when these job

openings were provided to the claimant but presumably it

would have been sometime after that date. In my opinion,

these vocational reports do not constitute job placement

assistance as that term is used in the Workers’ Compensation

Act. While Ms. Naylor’s report are of some evidentiary value
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in determining the claimant’s vocational ability, the 20

month gap between the termination of his employment and the

preparation of the third report identifying job openings is

simply too great to provide any meaningful assistance in

finding re-employment. Further, it is not clear from the

record when the claimant was advised of these job openings

or whether any of them were still available to him by the

time he received Ms. Naylor’s report. In any event, when the

third report was prepared, the claimant was already heavily

immersed in his nursing studies. To take one of these other

jobs would have meant the termination of an educational

endeavor in which he had already devoted a substantial

amount of time and money. I therefore find that the

respondent has not offered the claimant re-employment

assistance and, therefore, he has met the second part of his

burden of proof. 

The third part of the claimant’s burden of proof

is to show that his program of vocational rehabilitation is

reasonable in relation to the amount of the disability he

has sustained. The claimant contends that his additional
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training as a nurse builds upon his medical training as a

fire fighter and would restore him to wages equal to or

greater than those prior to his injury. It is also a career

field that offers many opportunities and is one suited with

his interest and talents. The respondent counters by arguing

that the claimant had sufficient transferrable job skills to

find employment at jobs with an income comparable to what he

was earning as a fire fighter.

Both sides rely, to some extent, on the reports

prepared by Ms. Naylor. The claimant cites her statement in

her August 19, 2003 report that his rehabilitation goal of

pursuing a nursing degree would provide him ample career

opportunities within his physical capabilities. The

respondent, on the other hand, notes that in this report and

in her subsequent reports, Ms. Naylor identified jobs which

the claimant could obtain given his present vocational

abilities.

In my opinion, while Ms. Naylor is undoubtedly

correct that the claimant could obtain some alternate

employment given his present limitations, I do not believe
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that this fact is sufficient to relieve the respondent’s

liability for the claimant’s proposed vocational

rehabilitation plan. Ms. Naylor’s January 23, 2004 report

does list several job openings in the central Arkansas area.

However, my review of those jobs indicate that many of them

are in areas where the claimant has no prior background or

experience. I also note that while her report projects an

income for those jobs, many of them are in sales. Sales jobs

are generally paid on a commission basis which means that

the actual income will vary considerably based upon an

individual’s sales ability. Further, even though these jobs

do not require any advance training, the claimant has no

background in sales nor any apparent interest in learning

this trade. I do not believe that it can necessarily be

assumed, as the respondent asserts, that jobs in this area

will restore the claimant to his pre-injury income or that

he would be successful at pursuing such careers. Likewise,

jobs in the trucking industry or as a construction

supervisor are areas in which the claimant lacks sufficient

background or training to be successful. 
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Most of the remaining jobs cited by Ms. Naylor are

in the medical field. Significantly, all of these jobs

either recommend or require a medical background. While the

claimant, as a fire fighter had some training in emergency

medical procedures, I do not believe that this is the type

of medical background or knowledge required by these jobs.

Specifically, the medical jobs paying salaries comparable to

the claimant’s pre-injury wages are medical technician

positions which would appear to require extensive medical

knowledge or a related technical background. This is clearly

outside the scope of the first aid training provided to the

claimant as a fire fighter.

Significantly, the medical jobs the respondent is

pointing to as those which the claimant could perform now

all require the type of medical training he is receiving in

his nursing study. I believe that this is strong evidence

that the claimant’s proposed plan of rehabilitation is

reasonable in terms of his impairment. In this regard, I

note that Ms. Naylor was of the opinion that the medical
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profession would provide “ample career opportunities” for

the claimant.

The claimant, prior to his injury, had many

careers open to him not only because of his fire fighter

training and experience but because of other skills he may

have had. However, his injury severely narrows his scope of

employment. By completing his nursing training, he will have

created the opportunity for a number of employments which he

did not have available to him after his injury. This would

offset the loss of job opportunities caused by his

anatomical impairment. I believe that this is the type of

job placement assistance that the Act contemplates. 

Further, as noted above, the Act specifically

makes returning a claimant to work its primary purpose. The

respondent’s position appears to be that injured workers,

such as the claimant, are on their own. Not only did the

respondent fail to offer him re-employment, they took no

steps to provide him any employment assistance. While the

final vocational evaluation by Ms. Naylor might have been

helpful had they been provided to the claimant shortly after
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his termination in April 2002, providing him job openings

almost two years later does not seem to be of much help. 

I find the respondent should be ordered to

reimburse the claimant for the cost of this plan of

rehabilitation, including, but not limited to, books,

tuition, mileage, and related expenses, and to continue

paying those expenses into the future to the extent allowed

for by the Workers’ Compensation Act. I, therefore,

respectfully dissent from the Majority Opinion. 

___________________________________
SHELBY W. TURNER, COMMISSIONER


